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The accumulation of tetracycline hydrochloride (TCH) threatens human health because of its potential

biological toxicity. Carbon -based materials with easy isolation and excellent performance that can acti-

vate peroxymonosulfate (PMS) to generate reactive oxygen species for TCH degradation are essential, but

the development of such materials remains a significant challenge. In this study, based on the idea of

treating waste, tricobalt tetraoxide loaded P-doped biochar (Co NP-PBC) was synthesised to activate PMS

for the degradation of TCH. Possible degradation pathways and intermediate products of TCH were ident-

ified using High performance liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS) detection

and density functional theory analysis. Toxicity analysis software was used to predict the toxicity of the

intermediate products. Compared to catalysts loaded with Fe and Mn and other Co-based catalysts, Co

NP-PBC exhibited an optimal performance (with a kinetic constant of 0.157 min−1 for TCH degradation),

and over 99.0% of TCH can be degraded within 20 min. This mechanism demonstrates that the non-free

radical oxidation of 1O2 plays a major role in the degradation of TCH. This study provides insights into the

purification of wastewater using BC-based catalysts.

Introduction

Tetracycline hydrochloride (TCH), a broad-spectrum antibiotic,
is widely used in clinical treatment1,2 and animal husbandry.3

However, the long-term use of TCH considerably endangers
the aquatic environment and human health. The accumu-
lation of TCH and its derivatives (mostly in medical waste-
water, industrial sewage, and biological tissues) causes severe
problems, such as ecological toxicity and potential
carcinogenicity.4,5 Unfortunately, the biodegradation of TCH is
extremely difficult. Therefore, several effective technologies
including adsorption,6 biodegradation,7 photocatalytic oxi-
dation8 and many others9 have been developed. The use of
advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) is considered a remark-
able strategy for effectively removing TCH, and the active
oxygen intermediates produced by activating peroxides in

these processes enhance the oxidation abilities.10 In particu-
lar, peroxymonosulfate (PMS)-based AOPs have attracted
increasing attention. Compared to the hydroxyl radical (•OH)
that dominates the Fenton reaction, the sulfate radical (SO4

•−)
has a higher redox potential, longer survival time, and wider
pH range applicable for organic degradations.4,11 Moreover,
the stability of PMS and its mineralisation ability are more
efficient than those of H2O2 in the Fenton reaction. Moreover,
according to previous reports, antibiotics are degraded not
only by free radicals such as SO4

•− and •OH generated by PMS
activation but also by concomitant degradation processes by
non-radical pathways, including electron transfer and 1O2

generation. 1O2 is much more resistant to interference com-
pared to SO4

•− and •OH; moreover, it has a longer lifetime and
is more resistant to interference.12

Commonly used methods for activating PMS include
thermal activation, ultraviolet radiation activation, alkali acti-
vation, and transition metal activation.13 Among them,
methods involving light, heat, and alkali are expensive and
have a low activation performance; therefore, they are not
widely used. According to previous reports, Co has a high
redox potential, which facilitates PMS activation. Its variable
valence facilitates PMS activation to produce free radicals.14

However, PMS activation with Co doping alone may lead to
problems such as difficulties in catalyst recovery. To solve this
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problem, many carbon materials are used as substrates to load
metals, which helps improve material stability.8,15,16 In recent
years, various carbon materials such as carbon nanotubes,12

graphene,17 graphite-phase carbon nitride18 and metal organic
framework (MOFs)19–22 have been widely used for PMS acti-
vation and the efficient catalytic degradation of new pollutants.
Hua23 et al. successfully prepared N-doped porous carbon-
coated Co nanoparticles by pyrolytic imidazolium molecular
sieve framework (Co-ZIF-8(CZ)) @ anionic polyacrylamide
(APAM) network composites (Co-ZIF-8@APAM (CZA)), and the
prepared nanomaterials showed excellent results and stability
in the activation of PMS for the degradation of tetracycline
hydrochloride. However, the expensive raw materials and
complex preparation processes required limit their large-scale
application.

Biomass carbon (BC) is a material preferred by researchers
owing to its low cost, rich reserves, large specific surface area,
and diverse surface functional groups.24 Biochar is widely used
to remediate harmful pollutants in soils, sediments, and
wastewater. Owing to the natural microstructure of biomass,
the derived carbon has multiple structures.25 The high specific
surface area of BC and the exposed active sites facilitate the
activation and degradation of PMS. Moreover, introducing
heteroatom doping on the surface of BC materials can signifi-
cantly change the structure of the interaction between these
materials and persulfate/tetracycline, forming Lewis acid sites
on the BC surface.26,27 The exposed active sites of the catalyst,
adsorption states of tetracycline on the catalyst, and charge
transfer rate between the catalyst and tetracycline are decisive
factors that affect the selectivity and kinetics of the catalytic
reaction. Therefore, a strategy involving the construction of cat-
alytically active materials with excellent performance, improve-
ment of the catalytic degradation efficiency of antibiotics, and
modification of biomass can be effective.28 However, the
mechanism of PMS activation by modified BC to produce 1O2

remains unclear, and the activation of PMS by Co NP-PBC in
combination with modified biomass carbon has not yet been
reported.

In this study, P-doped biochar (PBC) loaded with Co NP was
successfully prepared by modifying biochar from sunflower
seed husk, followed by loading the Co NP onto the surface of
the biochar using chemical reduction methods. The objectives
of this study were as follows: (1) to evaluate the degradation
performance of Co NP-PBC through degradation experiments;
(2) investigate the effects of different parameters and con-
ditions (catalyst dosage, PMS dosage, temperature, pH, and
coexisting substances) on the degradation of TCH in the Co
NP-PBC /PMS system; (3) identify active oxygen species in the
system through quenching experiments and electron paramag-
netic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy and deduce their pro-
duction and action mechanisms; (4) predict the easily reactive
sites and bond strengths of TCH through the condensed Fukui
function and Laplace bond order and analyse the intermediate
products of TCH degradation and their production paths
through HPLC-MS. A toxicity analysis software was used to
analyse the toxicity of the intermediate products.

Experimental
Materials and reagents

The used reagents and materials are listed in detail in the ESI
(Text S1†).

Preparation of BC

The dried melon seed shells were calcined in an Ar atmo-
sphere at 500 °C for 2 h. The calcined shells were ground,
cleaned with secondary water, and dried. The dried residue
was collected as BC.

Preparation of PBC

First, equal amounts of phosphoric acid and biomass were
mixed and then stirred and dried in an oven at 105 °C. This
mixture was calcined in an Ar atmosphere at 500 °C for 2 h.
After grinding and cleaning the mixture with secondary water,
PBC was collected for standby after drying.

Preparation of Co NP-PBC

PBC and Co(NO3)2·6H2O were mixed in a 1 : 1 ratio (wt%), and
the mixture was sonicated in 30 mL of secondary water for 2 h.
Within half an hour, 10 mL of 0.1 M NaBH4 solution was
added. This solution was rinsed and precipitated many times
until the pH was neutral; subsequently, it was dried in an oven
at 60 °C. Finally, the materials were collected for standby after
drying (Scheme 1).

Degradation experiment

Dark conditions were used for the TCH degradation experi-
ments. Co NP-PBC was added to 50 mL of a 50 mg L−1 TCH
solution and mechanically stirred for 60 min. The oxidation
reaction was initiated by adding 2 mM PMS as the starting
material and was mechanically stirred. For the UV-Vis analysis,
a 2 mL sample was collected from the reaction with a syringe
and filtered immediately with a microporous filter (0.22 μm).
NaOH or H2SO4 was used to adjust the pH of the initial solu-
tion. The degradation efficiency (DE) and adsorption efficiency
of TCH were calculated using eqn (1).

DE ¼ ð1� c=c0Þ � 100% ð1Þ

Scheme 1 Synthesis path of Co NP-PBC.
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DFT calculation

DFT calculations were performed through Gaussian16 W using
the B3LYP (D3)/6-31G* dispersion correction for structural
optimisation. Fukui functions were calculated through
Multiwfn, and the visualised Fukui functions were plotted
using Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD).

Structure and toxicity of intermediate products

Toxicity of the intermediate products was analysed using
Toxicity Estimation Software Tool (TEST) based on quantitative
structure–activity relationships, which is used for toxicity
prediction.

Results and discussion
Characterisation

The TEM images of Co NP-PBC are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1
shows the TEM images of Co NPs-PBC at different magnifi-
cations. As shown in Fig. 1a Co NPs-PBC catalysts exhibit a
typical two-dimensional lamellar structure, which is more
wrinkled at the edges compared to BC and PBC (Fig. S1†) and
is loaded with cobalt nanoparticles on its surface. The pres-
ence of C, O, P, and Co was also found in the mapping maps
(Fig. 1e–h) and EDX (Fig. S1c†) of this region, indicating the
successful preparation of the composite. As can be seen from
Fig. S2a,† both BC and PBC are amorphous, with two large

packet peaks at 26° and 44°, respectively. The X-ray diffraction
(XRD) spectrum of the Co NP-PBC catalyst showed a wide peak
at 2a = 23°, which was attributed to the (002) surface of amor-
phous carbon.29,30

The structures of BC, PBC and Co NP-PBC were analysed
using Raman spectroscopy. As shown in Fig. S2b,† only the
characteristic peaks centred around 1350 cm−1 and 1580 cm−1

were observed, and the D band at 1350 cm−1 corresponded to
disordered carbon and graphite structural defects in the
material. The G band at 1580 cm−1 corresponded to the E2 g
mode vibration of sp2 hybrid carbon. ID/IG is an important
parameter that characterises the degree of material
defects.31,32 As shown in Fig. S2b,† the ID/IG value of BC was
3.56, whereas after P modification and Co doping, the ID/IG
value of Co NP-PBC decreased to 3.26. This is because P modi-
fication increases the pore size of the material without chan-
ging its degree of defects; conversely, the added Co occupies
some of the defects in the material, resulting in a decrease in
ID/IG. However, Co NP-PBC still has many defects, which can
provide a large number of active sites for adsorption and
degradation.

The elemental compositions and chemical states of the cat-
alysts were analysed using XPS. As shown in Fig. S3a,† the full
spectrum of the Co NP-PBC catalyst confirms the presence of
Co, C, O, and P, which is consistent with the TEM results.
With the modification of BC and the loading of Co, P and Co
peaks begin to appear. In addition, peaks of Na (1073 eV) and

Fig. 1 (a–c) TEM images of Co NP-PBC; (d–h) HRTEM of Co NP-PBC and mappings of different elements.
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Cl (200 eV) appear in the total spectrum of BC owing to the
presence of impurities in the biomass without the salts.
Fig. S3b† show the XPS spectra of Co, which can be deconvo-
luted into three forms of Co, namely Co2p 1/2 (798.3 eV, 802.2
eV), Co2p 3/2 (782.6 eV, 786.6 eV), and satellite peaks (789.9
eV, 805.8 eV). Fig. S3c, e and g† show the C1s spectra of Co
NP-PBC, PBC, and BC. The figure indicates that part of the P
enters the carbon skeleton to form C–P bonds during the
modification process, which proves the success of the material
modification. In Fig. S3d and h,† it can be seen that after the P
modification, the CvO bond on the surface of the material
was oxidised to O–CvO, and P–O/PvO was formed. In the
process of reducing Co2+ with NaBH4, part of the O–CvO was
reduced to C–O. This result also indicates the successful prepa-
ration of the material.

Fig. S4a and c† show the adsorption–desorption curves of
PBC and Co NP-PBC, respectively. It is observed that the
adsorption amounts of PBC and Co NP-PBC rise rapidly at
lower relative pressures, reflecting the characteristics of type-I
isothermal microporous adsorption. When the relative
pressure increases, the adsorption does not show adsorption
saturation; rather, a mesoporous hysteresis loop appears along
with desorption. The mesopore hysteresis loops of both con-
formed to the H4-type hysteresis loop adsorption isotherm,
indicating that their pore structures were very irregular.
Judging from the pore structure, both PBC and Co NP-PBC
have containing both microporous and mesoporous structures
with slit pores. According to Fig. S4b and d,† the average pore
size of PBC is 4.12 nm, whereas that of Co NP-PBC is 4.41 nm.
This indicates that the loading of Co NPs does not change the
pore size of Co NP-PBC, which is consistent with Raman
results. In order to determine the amount of cobalt in the cata-
lyst, we analysed the weight loss of the catalyst in air before
and after cobalt doping by thermogravimetric analysis. As
shown in Fig. S13,† After calcination at 800 °C, the weight loss
of Co NP-PBC was at 76.54%, while that of PBC was at 97.97%,
and the cobalt nanoparticles were oxidised to Co3O4 when cal-
cined in air, so the content of cobalt in Co NP-PBC was 15.8%.

Catalytic performances of Co NP-PBC

Fig. S5a† shows the effect of catalysts loaded with different
metals on the degradation efficiency of TCH. Within 20 min of
adding PMS, the degradation efficiencies of Fe NP-PBC and Cu
NP-PBC on TCH were only 69.45% and 77.12%, which are less
than 99.31% that was obtained from Co NP-PBC. From
Fig. S5b,† the reaction kinetics coefficient of the Co-loaded
catalyst is observed to be 0.167 min−1, which is higher than
0.030 min−1 and 0.052 min−1 for the Fe- and Cu-loaded cata-
lysts, respectively. Evidently, the Co-loaded catalyst can better
activate PMS to produce free radicals and thus degrade pollu-
tants. As observed from Fig. S6a,† Co NP-PBC /PMS is efficient
at degrading TCH with different amounts of Co doping, even
for varying amounts of Co NP-PBC /PMS. The figure illustrates
that the degradation rate of TCH increases from 89.60% to
99.09% when the Co content (Co : BC) increases from 1 : 25 to
5 : 25, and the kinetic parameter Ks increases from

0.0703 min−1 to 0.1568 min−1. According to our study, the
TCH degradation efficiency increases when the Co content
increases within a specific range. The kinetic parameter Ks

increases linearly with increasing Co content (Fig. S6b†).
When the Co content increases to 7 : 25, Ks continues to
increase; however, because of the concentration of TCH, the
degradation efficiency cannot be further improved. Owing to
the influence of the TCH concentration and the leaching of Co
ions in the experiment, a catalyst with a Co : BC content of
5 : 25 was chosen for subsequent experiments.

Influence of key experimental factors on the degradation of
TCH by Co NP-PBC/PMS

As illustrated in Fig. 2a, the degradation efficiency of TCH
increases from 84.7% to 99.08% as the catalyst dosage
increases from 1 mg to 7 mg. Hence, more catalysts provide
more PMS activation sites, which accelerate the degradation
efficiency of TCH. When the concentration of PMS and the
amount of catalyst remain the same (Fig. 2b), the degradation
efficiency decreases from 99.88% to 84.39% as the concen-
tration of TCH increases from 25 mg L−1 to 100 mg L−1. As
shown in Fig. 2c, as the reaction temperature increases from
25 °C to 40 °C, the degradation efficiency of TCH gradually
increases, and its corresponding reaction rate constant
increases from 0.15865 min−1 to 0.89289 min−1. When the
temperature reaches 40 °C, the degradation efficiency of TCH
in the system reaches the maximum value, which is attributed
to the fact that PMS is more easily activated at high tempera-
tures. However, 40 °C is the highest temperature that can be
reached in general sewage treatment, so no in-depth research
has been conducted on the impact of temperatures exceeding
40 °C. As shown in Fig. 2d, the PMS dosage significantly
affects the degradation efficiency of TCH. As PMS dosage is
increased, the degradation efficiency of TCH improves from
92.27% at 1 mM to 99.75% at 10 mM. This indicates that PMS
produces more reactive oxygen species (ROS), which increase
the degradation efficiency of TCH. Although the degradation
efficiency of PMS at 5 mM and 10 mM was lower than the
degradation efficiency of PMS at 2 mM until 2 min, the excess
PMS quenched the sulfate and hydroxyl radicals generated by
the catalyst, which can be attributed to the saturated reaction
sites on the catalyst.

Fig. 2e and f present the degradation curves of TCH at
different pH values and the removal rate of TCH within
20 min. The Co NP-PBC/PMS system degraded 80.6%, 82.9%,
and 66.6% of TCH in 20 min at pH 2.3, 12.0, and 13.0, respect-
ively, compared to the 98% degradation efficiency achieved
under other non-extreme pH conditions. PMS is soluble in
water, and its aqueous solution is acidic; it is stable when the
solution pH is less than 3 or more than 12.33,34 During our
experiments, we found that when the pH was <11, the solution
pH decreased sharply to approximately 3 after the addition of
PMS. When the pH was >12, the addition of PMS did not
cause a drastic change in the solution pH but caused only a
slight decrease. At pH 3–11, PMS exists mainly in the form of
HSO5

−, which constantly generates sulfate and hydroxyl rad-
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icals, accelerating the degradation of TCH. At pH 2.3, PMS was
stable in solution and could not be easily activated. Moreover,
the Co NPs loaded onto the modified biocarbon dissolved into
Co ions, leading to a decrease in the number of activation sites
for PMS and a decrease in the TCH degradation rate. When
the solution pH >12, because PMS mainly exists in the form of
SO5

−, the catalytic activity of SO5
− is lower than that of HSO5

−,
and the catalytically generated SO4

− reacts with H2O/OH
− in

the solution35 (eqn (2) and (3)) to generate •OH, but the oxidis-
ing ability of •OH is weaker than that of SO4

−, resulting in
poorer TCH degradation.36

SO4
•� þH2O ! SO4

2� þHþ þ •OH ð2Þ

SO4
•� þ OH� ! SO4

2� þ •OH ð3Þ
The presence of a large number of anions (HCO3

−, Cl−,
H2PO4

−, etc.) and natural organic matter (NOM) in natural
waters has a great influence on the advanced oxidation
process. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the effects of
these anions and NOM on the Co NP-PBC/PMS systems.

Fig. 2g shows the effects of these anions and NOM on the
TCH degradation efficiency. The TCH degradation efficiency
increased from 99.09% to 99.46% when the concentration of
H2PO4

− in the solution reached 5 mM, and the initial pH of
the solution did not produce a great change when 5 mM
H2PO4

− was added. The pH decreased to 3.1 after the addition
of PMS. However, the degradation of TCH was not affected at

this pH, so this change was caused by H2PO4
−. The formation

of hydrogen bonds between PMS and phosphate renders the
system more inclined to generate reactive phosphate species.37

H2PO4
− dissociates into HPO4

2− and PO4
3−, which can effec-

tively break the O–O bonds of PMS. This accelerates the gene-
ration of SO4

−, which degrades the pollutants.38,39

The initial pH of the solution increased from 4.2 to 7.8
when 5 mM of HCO3

− was added to the TCH solution, and it
decreased to 6.8 after the addition of HCO3

−. In this environ-
ment, PMS is still in the form of HSO5

−, therefore, the pH
does not affect the degradation of TCH. HCO3

− and CO3
2−

react with SO4
•− to form some reactive substances with lower

oxidising capacity, such as CO3
2− and HCO3

−, which reduce
the degradation rate of TCH.40

When the concentrations of Cl− and humic acid reached
5 mM and 5 mg L−1, respectively, the degradation efficiency of
TCH decreased to 90.9% and 97.53%, respectively. When Cl−

and SO4
•− coexisted in solution, they reacted to form Cl− and

SO4
2−. However, the degradation efficiency of TCH was

reduced because the redox potential of Cl− (2.5 eV) was slightly
lower than that of sulfate radicals (2.5–3.1 eV).41,42 In the
adsorption stage, humic acid competed with TCH for the
active sites on the surface of Co NP-PBC, which reduced the
adsorption of TCH but did not have a significant effect on
TCH degradation efficiency.43

Fig. 2h shows that the degradation efficiency of TCH differs
for different water quality environments. The degradation

Fig. 2 Effects of (a) catalyst dosage, (b) pollutant concentration, (c) temperature, (d) PMS dosage, (e–f ) pH, (g) inorganic anions and natural organics
and (h) water matrix on the efficiency of TCH degradation.
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efficiency of Co NP-PBS/PMS in tap water and Fenhe water
(containing heavy metal ions) was slightly better than that in
secondary water because Ca2+ and Mg2+ in tap water and As,
Mn, and Ni in Fenhe water accelerated the activation of PMS,
which improved the degradation efficiency of TCH.

Mechanism of TCH catalytic degradation by Co NP-PBC/PMS

Analysis of active species. Methanol, tertbutanol, p-benzo-
quinone, L-histidine44 and silver nitrate14 were used as quench-
ing agents to determine the role of ROS in the degradation
process of TCH in the Co NP-PBC/PMS system. As shown in
Fig. 3a–e, different quenching agents had a profound effect on
the TCH removal efficiency. The corresponding kinetic para-
meters are displayed in Fig. S7a–d.† In addition, when the con-
centration of TBA in the solution increased from 5 mM to
200 mM, the kinetic parameters of the solution decreased
from 0.1568 min−1 to 0.0961 min−1, which indicated that
hydroxyl radicals quenched by TBA were involved in the degra-
dation process. The hydroxyl radicals did not play a leading

role in the degradation. Increasing the methanol concen-
tration from 0 mM to 100 mM significantly lowered the degra-
dation efficiency of TCH from 97.13% to 52.72%; conse-
quently, the kinetic parameter Ks decreased from 0.1568 min−1

to 0.006 min−1. Certainly, •OH and SO4
•− coexist in the system,

and SO4
•− play an integral role in the entire degradation

process. Fig. 3c shows that p-BQ inhibited the degradation of
TCH. The inhibitory effect became more apparent when the
concentration of p-BQ was increased, indicating that the super-
oxide anion played a significant role in degrading the sub-
stance. However, when the concentration of L-histidine in the
solution increased from 0 to 5 mM, the degradation efficiency
of TCH decreased from 97.13% to 14.21%, and Ks decreased
from 0.1568 min−1 to 0.006 min−1 (Fig. 3d and Fig. S7d†).
L-Histidine has been proven to play a major role in the degra-
dation of TCH by quenching the singlet oxygen, which in turn
plays a crucial role in the degradation of TCH.

As mentioned in previous reports on PMS oxidation, the
process of non-free radical oxidation via electron transfer can

Fig. 3 Effect of different quenching agents TC, (a) TBA, (b) MeOH, (c) p-BQ, (d) L-his and (e) different concentrations of silver nitrate on the degra-
dation efficiency of TCH and (f ) the change in its first-order reaction kinetic coefficient.
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also be considered a degradation process for TCH. In the pres-
ence of silver nitrate in the system solution, the degradation
efficiency of TCH was inhibited by 80.46%. The kinetic para-
meter Ks decreased from 0.1568 min−1 to 0.064 min−1, indicat-
ing that it played an important role in electron transfer in the
degradation process. In addition, the electron transfer path co-
existed with free radicals during the degradation process.

To further verify the presence of ROS, DMPO and 2,2,6,6-tet-
ramethyl-4-piperidone hydrochloride (TEMP) were used to
capture the ROS during degradation. EPR was used to analyse
the ROS intensity at each step in the degradation process for
verification.45 As shown in Fig. 4a, the EPR spectrum of the Co
NP-PBC/PMS/TCH system showed signal intensity changes for
hydroxyl and sulfate radicals within 1–5 min. With time, the
signal strength of both radicals increased. However, based on
the experimental results, hydroxyl radicals had little effect in
the quenching experiment. Hence, the strength of •OH contin-
ued to decrease in the subsequent reaction. The generation of
•OH and SO4

•− is mainly due to the electron transfer resulting
from the oxidation–reduction reaction between uCo(II) and
uCo(III), which activates PMS and generates •OH and SO4

•−

(eqn (4)–(7)).14 Signals of O2
•− and 1O2 were detected at the

same sampling time, as shown in Fig. 4b and c. From
Fig. S14,† it can be found that the degradation of TCH under
the condition of nitrogen gas introduction led to a decrease in
the degradation rate of TCH from 99.31% to 98.82%.
Moreover, its reaction rate constant Ks also decreased from
0.167 min−1 to 0.161 min−1, indicating that oxygen was
involved in the degradation of TCH. Oxygen may be involved
in the degradation of TCH by generating O2

•− as shown in eqn
(8).46 The production of 1O2 can be attributed to the direct
decomposition of PMS or the conversion of free radicals such
as O2

•− (eqn (9)–(11)).47,48

uCoðiiÞ þHSO5
� ! uCoðiiiÞ þ SO4

•� þ OH� ð4Þ

uCoðiiÞ þHSO5
� ! SO4

2� þuCoðiiiÞ þ •OH ð5Þ

uCoðiiiÞ þHSO5
� ! SO5

•� þuCoðiiÞ þHþ ð6Þ

SO4
•� þH2O ! SO4

2� þHþ þ •OH ð7Þ

uCoðiiÞ þ O2 ! uCoðiiiÞ þ O2
•� ð8Þ

HSO5
� þ SO5

2� ! SO4
2� þHSO4

� þ 1O2 ð9Þ

2 O2
•� þ 2H2O ! 1O2 þH2O2 þ 2OH� ð10Þ

2 SO5
•� þH2O ! 2HSO4

� þ 1:5 1O2 ð11Þ
Electrochemical measurement. The existence of electron

transfer pathways in the form of non-free radicals in the Co
NP-PBC/PMS/TCH system was investigated using electro-
chemical testing.49 As shown in Fig. S8a,† PMS and TCH were
successively added to the electrolyte solution, and two
current jumps were observed. The first jump upon adding
PMS proved that PMS and Co NP-PBC formed a metastable
reaction complex, and the second jump upon adding TCH
indicated that Co NP-PBC mediated the electron transfer
directly between PMS and TCH. Similar results were observed
for the LSV in Fig. S8b.† Compared with the case of using Co
NP-PBC as the working electrode alone, the current increased
significantly after the addition of PMS, indicating that PMS
and Co NP-PBC on the electrode formed a metastable reac-
tion complex. When both PMS and TCH were present in the
electrolyte solution, the current increased to the maximum,
indicating that TCH was oxidised on the electrode surface
and that Co NP-PBC mediated the accelerated electron
transfer.50

Proposed degradation pathway of TCH by the Co NP-PBC/PMS
system

Multiwfn and VMD software were used to calculate and plot
the intermediates produced during the TCH degradation.
First, Gaussian16W was used to optimise the structure of tetra-
cycline; the optimised structural model is shown in Fig. 5a.
Multiwfn was used to calculate the Fukui function for tetra-
cycline optimisation. The Fukui functions f- and f0 shown in
Fig. 5b and c, f- and f05 were used to predict the electrophilic
and free radical reaction sites. Among various active oxygen
species produced by the Co NP-PBC/PMS system, the π2p
orbital of 1O2 was not occupied, and it had strong electrophili-
city, which was prone to electrophilic reactions.51 Among the

Fig. 4 EPR spectra of (a) DMPO-•OH and DMPO-SO4
•−, (b) DMPO-O2

•− and (c) TEMP-1O2 at different reaction times in the Co NP-PBC/PMS/TCH
system.
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other reactive oxygen species produced, O2
•−, SO4

•−, and •OH
were prone to trigger free radical attacks. As shown in Fig. 5b,
8 O and 9 N were more prone to electrophilic reactions than
the other atoms and were more vulnerable to 1O2 attacks. As
shown in Fig. 5c, compounds 3 O, 5 O, 6 O, 8 O, 9 N, 18 C, 22
C, and 31 C exhibited high activity and were attacked by free
radicals. Compression of the Fukui function can be used to
quantitatively study the distribution of the Fukui function on
each atom as well as display the electrophilicity of each atom
on the TCH and the difficulty of free-radical reactions in a
data format. In Multiwfn,52 the Hirshfeld charges were used
to calculate the compressed Fukui function for the TCH; the
results are listed in Table S1.† The condensed Fukui function
and the Fukui functions are highly consistent. The average
local ionisation energy diagram of TCH, which was presented
by Sjoberg. P,53 mainly refers to the ionisation energy of an
electron at a local position. A lower ionisation energy (blue
part) indicates that the electron is bound weakly. Therefore, a
higher activity is more conducive to participation in electro-
philic or free radical reactions. In Fig. 5d–f, the blue colour
around 3 O, 5 O, 6 O, 8 O, 9 N, 18 C, 22 C, and 31 C was more
evident, indicating that these atoms are more prone to elec-
trophilic or radical reactions. This result is consistent with
the results obtained using the previous Fukui function and
the condensed Fukui function.

Through DFT calculations revealed that these atoms were
vulnerable to ROS attack during TCH degradation; however,
the specific chemical bond attack was unclear. Therefore, we
introduced a Laplacian bond to analyse the strength of each
chemical bond in the TCH. The Laplacian bond order (LBO)
was determined by LU,54 who proposed that the size of the
LBO can reflect the strength of bonds and has a good positive
correlation with the bond dissociation energy. The LBO was
calculated for the TCH using Multiwfn. The results are listed
in Table S2.† It is seen that 9 N–15 C is more prone to fracture
than 9 N–27 C and 9 N–28 C, indicating that the dimethyl-
amino group is more easily detached from TCH. The inter-
mediate products generated during the TCH degradation were
identified using HPLC-MS. Fig. S9† shows the m/z and reten-
tion times of the TCH degradation intermediates based on
HPLC-MS. By combining the results of HPLC-MS with the DFT
calculations, such as the Fukui function and the average local
ionisation energy of TCH, the degradation pathway of TCH was
predicted, as shown in Fig. 6.

First, the dimethylamino group on TCH detached from the
parent substance, producing intermediate A1, while 18 C and
22 C were attacked by free radicals to open the ring (pathways
1 and 2), resulting in intermediate products such as A 3–11. In
path 3, the 3 O of TCH was attacked to produce intermediate
A12. Under the action of ROS, A12 underwent a series of free

Fig. 5 (a) Optimized TCH structure (without hydrogen), (b and c) Fukui function of TCH, (d–f ) average localized ionization energy(Alie). (Gray/cyan:
carbon, red: oxygen, blue: nitrogen, white: hydrogen).
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radical reactions and demethylation, dimethylamino, and de-
hydration reactions, producing various intermediate products
such as A13–17, which in turn leads to the deep oxidation and
mineralisation of TCH.

The toxicity of the intermediate products generated during
TCH degradation is an important basis for determining their
potential environmental risks. To test the toxicity of TCH and
its intermediate products, TEST version 5.1.2 was used for pre-
dicting the oral rat LD 50, developmental toxicity, mutageni-
city, and bioconcentration factors (BCFs) of TCH and the inter-
mediate products based on the quantitative structure–activity
relationship method.

Fig. 7a shows the oral rat LC50 of TCH and its intermediate
products. The LC50 of TCH (1524.04 mg kg−1) is classified as
moderately toxic.55,56 Among the intermediate products pro-
duced, only A 6, A 9, A 15, and A 16 showed a slight reduction
in toxicity, whereas the rest showed moderate toxicity,
although some products showed a decrease in LC50.
According to Fig. 7b, TCH is considered a developmental tox-
icity-negative chemical. Among the intermediate products,
only A 8 was developmental toxicity positive, whereas the
others were developmental toxicity negative. In Fig. 7c, TCH
with a mutagenicity of 0.6 mg L−1 was considered mutageni-
city negative. Among the intermediate products, only A 1, A 11,
A 12, and A 13 remained mutagenicity negative, whereas the

others were mutagenicity positive. Fig. 7d shows that only the
bioconcentration functions of A 9 and A 14 decreased after
catalytic oxidation, whereas the other intermediate products
showed an increase in BCF. The detailed results are shown in
Table S3.† In summary, most of the intermediates produced by
TCH degradation are nontoxic, and a small number of toxic
molecules can be completely mineralised by prolonging the
degradation time and increasing the PMS dosage (Scheme 2).

Cyclic performance testing of Co NP-PBC

To test the reusability of the Co NP-PBC, we washed the com-
pleted catalyst with water and ethanol to remove possible
small molecule organic compounds from its surface, collected
them, and conducted the adsorption degradation experiments
again. The effects of degradation are shown in Fig. S10.† From
the figure, we can see that after one use, the adsorption effect
of Co NP-PBC is greatly reduced, and after adding PMS, there
is no effective degradation of TCH. For this purpose, we opti-
mised the synthesis method for Co NP-PBC and synthesised
CPBC using high-temperature calcination instead of chemical
reduction. As shown in Fig. S11,† the three cycle performance
tests of CPBC after optimising the synthesis method reveal
efficiency values of 98%, 96%, and 93%, respectively. The TEM
of the sample after three cycles is shown in Fig. S12,† and by
comparing with Fig. 1, we can observe that the morphology

Fig. 6 Possible degradation paths of tetracycline.
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and structure of the CPBC did not change significantly, and
the elemental composition in the catalyst did not change as
can be seen in Fig. S12d–g.†

Conclusions

In this study, Co-loaded PBC was prepared to activate PMS and
degrade tetracycline in water. The excellent performance of Co
NP-PBC is attributed to the high adsorption capacity of P and
the high activation ability of Co loaded on PMS, which enable
synergistic adsorption and degradation, leading to the rapid
degradation of tetracycline. Quenching experiments and elec-
tron paramagnetic resonance EPR analysis showed that non-
free radical oxidation dominated by 1O2 played a crucial role in

the degradation process. This study provides insights into the
purification of wastewater using BC-based catalysts.
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Fig. 7 (a) Oral rat LD 50, (b) developmental toxicity, (c) mutagenicity, (d) bioconcentration factor of different intermediates produced during the
degradation of tetracycline.

Scheme 2 Schematic of the mechanism of Co NP-PBC activated PMS degradation by TCH.
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